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Two plane cubic curves—one of points and one of lines—can be so
related that there is an infinity of triangles with points on the former and
lines on the latter. I shall say that two such cubics are in triangular
relation.

This problem, which is investigated here, stands, in a way, between
Poncelet's problem, with its various developments, and Klein's tetrahedra
whose points and planes are on a Kummer quartic.

The case when the two cubics are in apolarity occurs in the memoir
by Prof. White, " On Twisted Cubic Curves that have a Directrix," Trans.
Amer. Math. Soc, Vol. iv., p. 186.

The problem belongs to the theory of two connexes, but I shall first
give its genesis from a single cubic. The identification of the pairs of
cubics arrived at in the two ways is made in § 8.

1. Given a pencil of conies and a point cubic 03, each conic determines
six points on the cubic. Consider the locus/of the joins of these points,
and in particular its class.

Let x and y be two of the six points and let them be on a line with a
point p. Then x and y, being both on a line of a pencil and a conic of a
pencil, are in a Cremona involution. Writing

yi=Pi+\Xi (*= 1,2,8)

and (the base points of the conic being 1, + 1 , +1)

I vl *J, 11 = o,
we get at once cubic expressions for yi in terms of Xi, whence, when x is
is on the cubic <f>, y is on a curve of order 9, \fr9.

But the locus of the double points of the involution is a cubic, its
intersections with <f> are also on ^ ; there are then 9X3—9 or 18 other
intersections, and, as these pair off in the involution, there are nine lines
on p which cut out, from the cubic <j>, pairs of points; or the class of /
is 9.

If, however, a base-point b of the pencil of conies is on the cubic, the
line pb counts twice among the nine lines and the class reduces to 7.
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Thus, when n base-points are not on the cubic, the number of free
intersections is 6 — (4—n) or n-\-2, and the locus of their joins is a curve
of class 9 — 2 (4— n) or 2?i+l .

The case n = 0 is familiar (see Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, § 154
of the Third Edition).

The case n = 1 is the one under consideration.

2. Such a pair of cubics presents itself in the theory of two connexes*
of class and order 1. With a single connex is bound up the principal

P e n C l 1 kx(ax)(a£) + kQ(x£) = 0 ,

where (x£) = 0 is identity, or rather the incidence condition.
There are three singular connexes in the pencil; their singular points

.s and singular lines a fit into its singular triangle (or, from the stand-
point of collineations, the fixed triangle).

With two connexes is bound up the " principal net "

= 0.
The singular connexes of the net have their singular points s on the cubic

<f> = (ax) (fix) | abx | = 0,

and their singular lines <T on the cubic

/ = (a£)(b£)\ab£\ = 0.

These cubics are then in triangular relation. They are in one-to-one
correspondence.

3. If we regard k0, kv k2 as coordinates of a point k in the plane, then
for singular connexes k is on an auxiliary cubic; to the point I whose
coordinates are 1, 0, 0 corresponds identity, and to any line on this point
corresponds a principal pencil of connexes ; so that to the intersections of
the line with the auxiliary cubic correspond three singular connexes
whose singular points and lines tit into a triangle. Thus the one-to-one
series of triangles is put into correspondence with a pencil of lines, and
can accordingly be numbered. To the tangents from I to the auxiliary
cubic correspond triangles with two coincident lines, and therefore two
coincident points; these may be called parabolic triangles, the triangle of
three real distinct non-collinear points being hyperbolic. Each such
parabolic triangle affords a common point and a common line of <p and / ,

* This theory is best set out in Glebsch's lectures (see Vol. in., chap, ii., of the ¥n uch
translation). Here (at) is written in place of Clebsch's symbol a* for a row product.
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paired off in this way: the line of / on a common point, and the point of
0 on a common line, are incident.

This accounts for six common points or lines; there are also six
contacts, as will be seen later.

4. The points and lines common to a connex (ax)(a£) and to the
identical connex (x£) form a " principal coincidence." To each point is
assigned a line on it. Calling incident point and line an element, we
have oo2 elements. The connex, referred to its singular triangle, being

(nx£) = 0,

the line £ associated with a point x is the join of x and

Q*x£) = 0.

Hence £x = (jm2 "Ma) V s * o r xl£l = \ ,

where

(1) Xj+VJ-X,, = 0.

A principal coincidence is determined by its singular triangle and a double
ratio—the double ratio made on £ by x and the points on the three
singular lines, and equally made onx by £ and the lines on the singular
points.

The pair of cubics arising from a principal net are formed by the
elements common to two principal coincidences.*

The pair of cubics is fully determined by two singular triangles and
an element; but, as the two triangles may be picked from oo1 singular
triangles, and the element from GO1 elements, the coordinates of the pair
are 12+8 — 2 — 1 or 12.

Thus, a pair of cubics in triangular relation has twelve coordinates;
on every point x of<f>are three lines off; two of these belong to a triangle,
and the third makes with x and any selected triangle a double ratio which
is the same for all points x.

5. Hence a figure maybe constructed. Take a cubic, say of lines, and
mark three of its lines. On a variable line £ of the cubic mark the point
x, making a constant double ratio with the points on £ and the three lines.
The locus of x is the other cubic.

This, applied to the deltoid by Mr. J. F. Messick, gave the figure
annexed.

* If in a principal coincidence each element is continued so as to obtain the JP"-curves of
Klein and Lie, then, given two families of fF-curvea, their elements of contact generate the pair
of cubics.
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A convenient pair of equations is obtained from the equations

A£ = K

If namely the cubic ^ is {ax)3 = 0,

then the cubic / is (a\/f )3 = 0

where a? = 0, 2Xt = 0.

To examine the intersections not arising from the parabolic triangles, we
have only to make these cubics intersect at (1, 0, 0). . When / is on
(1, 0, 0) it must touch at this point a line of reference, say the line (0,1,0).
This requires 2 »

CllCtg = 0 ,

and this is the condition that <j> has the same line at the same point.
Hence there are six contacts or common elements.

It is verified at once from the developed expressions of the invariants
S and T that o . , .2,2.2 o .

S of / = Xi A2 X3 S of <p,

Toif=\l\l\lToi<p,

whence the absolute invariants are equal.

6. Let us now discuss the matter parametrically. Let the cubic <f>,
referred as before to a singular triangle, be

crjit—at-\-K)

<r{u—at) '

where av is the value of the parameter u at a point of reference and

Then for / £ = \ —-^ -f-r.

The line £ meets <p where, if

•xr = y % ' O" (v — ax + K) <r {v — ag) <r(v — a3) cr (ti — ax)

V vanishes ; that is where v = u, and say u-^ and w2> where

(2) . u+ux-\-u2 — 0.
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Thus V = Aa- (v—u) a- {v—ux) <T (v—uj

where A is independent of v.

We eliminate A by differentiation and division, observing that

Dau = <TU£U.

We thus get on eliminating A

Letting v = ao we have three equations of the type

(4)

T A2 T "̂ —77. i A "TA8 ~7~
<r(ax —ag) <T(M—a 2 H-f ) 8 <r(<*\ — 03) <r(w—

7. Now always

=
<ra<ro<rccr(a-f o+c)

as is proved immediately.

Multiply (4) by cr(w—a^^lcriu—aj, and observe that, from (6),

! —a) o-(w—a^<r(tt—a

Then (4) becomes

or X2 {̂ (w—

-«2)} = 0,
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or, again using (5),

X Q" (u— ctg) Q" (%—aa) °" (ui H" ih—^ai)
—a^)cr(u2—c^) cr{ax — ctg) (r{u—a2

I ^ o- {ux — a2) a- (^2—a2)
3 <r (%!—aj o- (w2—a^ o- ((*!—a2) (7 (tt - f a9—K)

or

a 3 ~(6) -^- = °" (a3 ~ ql) Q"-(̂ l ~ a2) O" (̂ 2 ~ a2) °" (
Aa o-(ax—a2) <r{uy — a3)<r(u2—a8) o-(

This is the relation between % and w2; for a given ux there are two values
of w2, say %a and %, connected by

or ^ + ^ 2 + ^ 3 = «:,
which establishes again the existence of the triangles.

The relations connecting the vertices u% of a singular triangle are then

(7) ^1 + ^2+% = *»

and three equations of the type

(8) p \ = IT (a2—ctg) cr (ux—ax) <r (w2—ax) cr {ua—ax),

where we get, by adding, Weierstrass's " equation with three terms."

8. The first genesis (§ 1) leads at once to the first of these equations ;
for, if a conic on three fixed points of the cubic cuts again at ut, then

ux-\-u^-\-uz = const.

But also, if a conic U meets the cubic at uK (i = 1, 2, ..., 6), and a conic V
meets at vL, then

U = AILo- (u-ut), V = BH<r(u—vd,

where A, B are independent of u. And the conic U—/JLV meets 0 at

points given by AIL<r{u-u) = ,4m<r{u-vJ.

Thus the points on conies of a pencil are zeros of

II a (u—ut)—zll or (u—v.)
for a variable z.

If, then, three base points are on </>, say u^ = vA, u5 = v5, u6 = v6, the
other intersections of conies of a pencil are zeros of

cr{u—Ui) a-{u—u.^ cr(u—u^ _
cr(u—V^rriu—v^(r{u—tfg)
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But, from (8), replacing ut by vt and p by p', and dividing,

o-(ax—v^)cr{ai—u^<r{ax — us) p
a-i^—V^ari^—V^a-i^—V^ p'

Thus the same pair of cubics can be generated in either way. Given the
singular triangles, we obtain a suitable pencil by taking any three points
a, of <j> on a conic with one and therefore with every singular triangle.
All the conies are in a pencil, meeting again at a point b. For different
selections of at, we can move b over the whole plane, the points of <f>
excepted.

In the first genesis, then, the apparent number of coordinates (9 for <p,
3 for the points on it, 2 for the point off it) must be diminished by 2
inasmuch as oo2 pencils give the same pair. That is, the coordinates of
the pair are 12, as before.


